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The spotlight on children's performances as

witnesses once on the stand has obscured the issue ofwhether
they are able to quali$ to take the stand. Most courts require
that a witness must first take the oath in order to testifi. In its
simplest form, an oath is a promise to tell the truth. Taking the

oath presupposes that one understands what it means to tell the

truth, and that one appreciates one's obligation to tell the truth
when promising to do so. If a young child does not
understand the difference between the truth and lies or fails to
appreciate the obligation to tell the tmth, he or she may be

found incompetent and not allowed to testif . * * * * :* 
'*

The importance of young children's understanding of
the oath has often been underestimated. Legal commentators

frequently note that many states have relaxed their competence

requirements, allowing anyone to testiry. These requirements,

however, fypically concem the ability to accurately perceive,

remember, and report events, not the ability to understand
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the oath. For example, the Federal Rules of Evidence, which
have served as a model for many states' codes of evidence,
state that any person may testifu, but maintain the requirement
that any person who testifies must take the oath (Federal Rules
ofEvidence, Rules 601,603). Judges routinely allow
questioning ofchild witnesses to ensure that they understand
what the oath entails.

Some psychologists have criticized the practice of
asking children about their understanding ofthe oath on the
grounds that there is no relationship between understanding
and truth{elling; however, they may be asking more of the
competence evaluation than it was intended to deliver. The

competence questions are not designed to assess the likelihood
that a child is suggestible or prone to lie [that deals with
credibility, not competencyl. Rather, they determine whether
the child is qualified to promise to tell the truth; that is, that he

or she knows the difference between truth and lies and
appreciates his or her obligation to tell the truth.

The law does assume that a promise to tell the truth
has an effect on the witness. Psychologists have been
surprisingly uninterested in determining whether promising to
tell the truth increases the likelihood that children will do so.

However, some research has been found that children will
steadfastly keep their promises to conceal the truth, suggesting
that they view a promise as a solemn commitment (Peters,

1990). Anecdotally, "but you promised" appears to be well
understood by children as a compelling argument for
compliance.

This requirement - that a child must understand the

difference between truth and lies as well as the obligation to
tell the truth - thus continues to be important for those
preparing young children to testifr. Since a child's testimony
tends to be a pivotal element of most sexual abuse cases, a

failure to qualifu the child to testi! may have devastating

consequences. Questions asked ofthe child should be as

cognizant ofthe child's true understanding as possible,
without exaggerating the competence of the child. * * * * * *



The Difference Between the Truth and Lies

The first requirement in qualifring a child as

competent to take the oath is that the child must understand
the difference between telling the truth and telling a lie. It is
sufficient that the child understands that truth-telline consists
oftelling "what really happened." * * * * * *

A number of different means can be used to assess a

child's understanding of the difference between the truth and
lies: The child can be asked to explain the difference between
the truth and lies (the difference task); to explain what it
means to tell the truth or to tell a lie (the definition task); or to
identify statements as either the truth or lies (the identification
task). All ofthese approaches have been used in actual
competence evaluations, and all have been recommended by
legal commentators advising attomeys on how to qualify
children (Toth & Whalen, 1986; Whitcomb, 1992). However,
the relative diffrculty of each approach is usually ignored.

Based on the proposition that children probably
understand more than they can explain, we [Thomas D. Lyon
& Karen J. Saywitzl predicted that the identification task
would be more attuned to their understanding than the
definition task or the difference task. We gave versions of each

task to 96 four - to seven-year-old children who were
appearing in dependency proceedings in Los Angeles County.

The participants were a group of children who have
not traditionally been tested by developmental psychologists.
Most of the children had been removed from the custody of
their parents within the past72 hours, and were awaiting their
first court appearance. The rest of the children had been in
court before, and many had been in several different
placements while under the jurisdiction of the court.
Allegations of sexual abuse had been made in 7olo of the cases,

physical abuse allegations in approximately one-third, and

allegations ofa failure to provide (e.g., lack offood, shelter,

clothing) in almost 90o/o. The vast majority of cases included
evidence ofparental substance abuse. The ethnicities ofthe
participants were chosen to approximate those of the entire
population of dependent children under the jurisdiction of Los
Angeles County dependency court: almost half were African-
American, approximately a quarter were Caucasian, and a
quarter were Latino. To evaluate the children's verbal skills,
we administered the PPVT-R, a test of receptive vocabulary
highly conelated with tests of verbal intelligence. Almost half
of the children scored below 70 (scaled score), which would
put them in the retarded range. The average child in our
sample w:rs a year and a half behind the nationwide norm.

Despite our participants' verbal delays and stressful
life situations, they performed exhemely well on the
identification task, in which they identified truthful statements
and lies as such. The five-vear-olds answered over 807o ofthe

questions conectly, and the six- and seven-year-olds each
answered over 90o/o conectly. 'r 't * * * * Clearly, a majority
of our sample showed a good understanding of the difference
between the truth and lies by five years of age. The
performance of four-year-olds, however, was less impressive,
and is discussed below.

As we predicted, participants appeared much less

competent ifjudged by their performance on the definition and
difference tasks. We were very liberal in scoring children's
definition task performance-giving them full credit if they
could define either "truth" or "lie." Nevertheless, it was not
until seven years of age that a majority of children could do so
(and then only slightly more than half). On the difference
task, in which children were asked to explain the difference
between truth and lies, not even a majority of seven-year-olds
performed well. We found that the youngest children in our
study (four-year-olds) had difficulty even in identif,ing
objects as "different" or "the same," which would obviously
impair their ability to explain the "difference" between two
concepts.

The way in which the competence questions are

asked has a substantial effect on a child's apparent
understanding. Five- and six-year-olds appeared incompetent
when asked to define or explain the difference between the
truth and lies, but competent when asked to merely identiS
truthful statements and lies as such. Overall, of those children
who were proficient at identification (answering four of four
questions correctly), 70%owere unable to explain the
difference between truth and lies. and 60%owere unable to
define either "truth" or "lie." If something akin to the
identification task is not used, a significant number of children
may be found incompetent to testif who are well aware of
what it means to tell a lie.

Although the four-year-olds showed a similar pattern
of finding the identification task the easiest, their performance
even on thattask was uneven. Thirty percent answered four of
four identification trials correctly, thus showing a good
understanding of the difference between truth and lies. As a
group, however, the four-year-olds exhibited a curious (and
unpredicted) pattem of results: they were extremely good at
identifying truthful statements as such, but were no better than
chance at identiffing lies as lies. Four-year-olds appeared to
be avoiding calling statements made by the experimenter
"lies." This result seemed analogous to another curious
finding: ofthose children who responded that they knew the
definition of one word but not the other (truth or lie), virtually
all claimed to know the meaning of "truth" but not the
meaning of "lie." We suspected that children might
understand what it means to tell a truth and tell a lie. but be

reluctant to talk about lies (or even to identifr statements as

lies), because oftheir awareness ofthe negative consequences



of lying. Ironically, children's fear of lying might make them
appear less competent than they really are.

In a second study (with 96 four- and five-year-old
abused and neglected children), we followed up on some of
the findings ofthe first study, and refined a technique for
testing children's ability to identiff truthful statements and lies
as such. In the new task, in which two fictional child
characters make true and false statements about an object, we
hoped to reduce the motivational difficulties faced by children
when asked about truth-telling and lying. One of the fictional
characters lies, and the child merely has to identiff which
character does so. A participant therefore need not identifr the
experimenter as a liar, and denying that a lie has been told at
all is not an option. Moreover, the task allowed us to visually
depict truth-telling and lying through the use of talk bubbles,
which reduced the memorv demands of the task.

We found that the four-year-olds no longer had
greater difficulty in identiffing lies than in identiffing truthtul
statements, and as a group, they performed above chance on
the new identification task. However, only a third answered
six ofsix identification trials conectly. Seventy percent ofthe
five-year-olds did so, leading us to conclude that five-year-
olds as a group show good understanding ofthe meaning of
truth and lies.

Not surprisingly, children with less chaotic
backgrounds and with more advanced verbal skills exhibit
even earlier understanding on this task. We tested a group of
three- and four-year-olds from a university preschool who
averaged in the 80th percentile ofreceptive vocabulary, and
found that three-year-olds performed well above chance, and
most four-year-olds answered every trial conectly.

The Obligation To Tell the Truth

The courts have typically tested children's
understanding of their obligation to tell the truth by assessing

their understanding that lying is immoral. A child does not
have to demonstrate an understanding ofthe potential for
prosecution for perjury (which in the case of child witnesses is

virtually nil) if the child understands that it is wrong to lie and
that punishment might follow (Myers, 1992).

. . . In the two studiesjust described, we assessed

young abused and neglected children's understanding, using
procedures that we believed would be most sensitive to
competence. In the first study we told stories to the
participants in which fictional children either lied or told the

truth to different authority figures (e.g., ajudge, a doctor, a

social worker, the character's grandmother). We then asked
children to evaluate whether the characters who lied were
"good" or "bad" and whetherthe authorities' reaction would
be either "happy" or "mad." Note that children were not asked

to explain the immorality of lying or the reactions of authority
figures, but merely had to identifr immorality or the accurate
reaction. Hence, this task was analogous to an identification
task. In the second study, we told children stories in which
pairs offictional children spoke to authority figures-one telling
a lie and one telling the truth-and we asked participants to
identifu which characters were good or bad, or which
characters would "get in trouble."

Across the two studies, children performed above
chance by four years of age, and near ceiling by five years of
age. By five years of age, a majority of children were
answering every trial correctly, thus exhibiting good
understanding that it is wrong to tell a lie, whether
wrongfulness is defined in general evaluative reaction (good
or bad), in terms of consequences to the liar (getting in
trouble), or in terms of the reaction of the authority figure to
whom the child lies (happy or mad). In our university
preschool sample (unabused children), an understanding ofthe
wrongfulness of lying was evident even among the three-year-
olds, with a majority of the four-year-olds answering every
trial correctly.

We were able to compare children's understanding
of the meaning of truth and lies with their understanding of the
immorality of lying. We found evidence in both studies that
among abused and neglected children, the immorality of lying
is understood better (and perhaps earlier) than the meaning of
lying. This may help to explain the youngest children's
difficulty in discussing lying: they rue unsure what it means to
lie, but they know that it is wrong to lie, and that lying can get
them in trouble.

Conclusion and Recommendations

By five years ofage, even abused and neglected
children with serious delays in verbal ability have a good
understanding of the meaning and morality of truth-telling and
lying. This understanding is apparent, however, only if
sufficiently sensitive procedures are used; specifically, if
children are asked to identi$ the truth and lies as such, they
are most likely to appear competent. Most of the children we
tested would not have appeared competent had they been
asked only to define, or to explain the difference between, the
truth and lies.

[O]ur procedures can be used by professionals in and
out of the courtroom urs a means of assessing young children's
competence to take the oath. At the very least, professionals
should avoid asking children to define or explain the
difference between the truth and lies. It is also probably
unwise to ask a chid to give an example of a lie (although we
did not directly test this approach), both because the child is
forced to generate information and because the question may
be perceived as a request that the child tell a lie. If an



identification question is asked, the professional should be

aware that such phrases as "if I said" or "if you said" might
trigger motivations in the child to simply deny that a lie was
told. In our study, we asked "if somebody said," and our four-
year-olds were nevertheless reluctant to acknowledge lies as

such. A forced choice between fictional characters-one who
lies and one who tells the truth-appears to be the most
sensitive means of assessing understanding.

The oath is likely to remain an important component
of trial procedure. As long as the oath exists, competence
evaluations will continue, making it necessary for
professionals to understand the best means by which
children's competence to testifr can be evaluated. . . .

****:f * denotes material omitted.

Footnotes also omitted in the interest of space, however are

available by calling the CLP.

Those interested in being placed on the mailing list to receive
the materials used by the authors in assessing competence
should write:
Thomas D. Lyon, USC Law School, University Park, Los
Angeles, CA 90089-0071.

* APSAC, the American Professional Society on the Abuse of
Children, is the nation's largest interdisciplinary professional
society for those who work in the field of child maltreatment.
For further information contact APSAC at 407 S. Dearbom
St., Suite 1300, Chicago, IL 60605. Phone (312)554-0166; e-

mail APSACPubIs@aol.com.

Legislative Update

Current through 2124197

Updates to Summary of Pending Legislation / See

Newsf effer Supplement | 130 197 z

(To obtain a copy of the original summary, call 803-777-
1646.)

S.41 - Child Endangerment / Failure to Stop for Blue Light
2/tt/97
2112197

2n3t97

2tr8/97

2/4t97
2/5t97

S.45 - Enticing Child from Attending School

Favorable committee report;
Second reading in Senate;

Third reading in Senate / sent to
House:
First reading in House/Refened to
Judiciary Committee

Senate amendment / Second reading;
Third reading in Senate / Sent to
House / Refened to Judiciarv
Committee;

H.3101 - Transporting Child Out of State to Circumvent
Custody Proceeding
2n2t97

2/18/97
2/20/97

H.3139 - Permanency Planning
2n2t97

2tr8t97
2n9t97
2t20t97

Favorable committee report with
amendment;
Amended,/Request for debate;
Debate adjoumed;

Favorable committee report with
amendment;
Amended;
Third reading in House / Sent to Senate;

First reading in Senate / Referred to
Judiciarv Committee:

H.3240 - School Safety Act
2/12/97

2t18t97
2/20/97
2t2U97

Favorable committee report with
amendment;
Request for debate;
Amended / Second reading: Roll call;
Third reading / Sent to Senate;

No change on other bills reported in summary.

New Bills:
S. 306 - Omnibus Highway Safety Act
214197 Introduced - Senator Hayes / Referred

to Judiciary Committee
This bill would amend various sections of the law concerning
suspension ofdrivers' licenses and driving under the
influence. Among its provisions would be the suspension of
the driver's license ofa person under the age oftwenty-one
who operates a vehicle with an alcohol concentration of two
one-hundredths of one percent.

S. 334 - Detention ofJuveniles
216196 Introduced - Senator Wilson /

Referred to Judiciary Committee
This bill would amend various criminal law statutes. Among
its proposals is an amendment to $20-7-7210(B)(2) providing
that juveniles charged with a crime which would be a
misdemeanor if committed by an adult would be eligible for
detention in ajuvenile facility.

S.378 - Division of Foster Care Review. Office of the
Governor
2/13/97 Introduced - Senator Wilson /

Refened to Judiciarv Committee
This bill would amend 520-7-2379 so that the Division of
Foster Care Review would submit recommendations
concerning foster care policies, procedures , and deficiencies
of agencies to the Governor rather than to the General
Assembly.



H.3350 - Omnibus Highway Safety Act
214197 Introduced - Rep. Wilkins / Refened

to Judiciarv Committee
Companion bill S. 306.

H.3366 - Immunity for Law Enforcement Olficers
2/5/97 Introduced - Rep. Hodges / Refened

to Judiciary Committee;
This proposed legislation would provide immunity from civil
and criminal liability for law enforcement officers who, acting
in good faith, take children into emergency physical or
protective custody.

H. 3391 - Exploitation of Women's and Children's Act of
1997
215/97 Introduced - Rep. Haskins / Refened

to Judiciary Committee
This bill would amend various sections of the law relating to
obscenity and material harmful to minors to include computer
generated images and use of the computer for solicitation of
minors or dissemination of obscene material. Among its
provisions would be an increase in the maximum penalty for
second degree criminal sexual conduct, from twenty to twenty-
five years. $ 16-3-655 would be amended so that second
degree criminal sexual conduct would include sexual battery
when the victim is less than eighteen years of age and the actor
is at least four years older than the victim.

H.3395 - Detention of Juveniles
2/5/97 Introduced - Rep. Knotts / Refened to

Judiciary Committee
Companion bill S. 334.

H.3421- False Reports of Child Abuse
2/tr/97 Introduced - Rep. Davenport / Refened to

Judiciary Committee
This bill would create a misdemeanor for knowingly making a

false report ofchild abuse or neglect. A person who
maliciously reports or participates in judicial proceedings

without a reasonable basis to believe the information or who
intends to hurt the child, family, or subject of the report would
not be immune from liabiliw.

The status of a bill can be obtained by calling Legislative
Information at (803) 734-2060 or 1-800-922-1539.
Legislative information, including the text of bills, can be
accessed through the Internet by typing at the
http://prompt rvww.lpitr.state.sc.us. Afforneys may also
contact the S.C. Bar at (803) 799-6653 for copies ofbills;
ask for extension 141 for senate bills and extension 145 for
house bills.

Evaluating A Placement Plan

Although development of the plan is primarily the
responsibility of DSS, it is incumbent upon all prrties,
including parents' attorneys and guardians ad litem or
attorneys for children, to evaluate the plan and to make
suggestions on services which may be available to assist the
families. Teachers and mental health professionals may also
play an important role in suggesting services. In discussing
the response to families in child abuse and neglect cases Bruce
Boyer wrote, "lt would be far more fruitful to ask what
services could have prevented placement rather than what the
reasons are for placement." Bruce Boyer, "Ethical Issues in
the Representation of Parents in Child Welfare Cases,"64
Fordham L. Rev. 1621,1649 (1996). A placement plan,
formerly a treatment plan, is designed to remedy the
conditions that led to the child's removal from the home. The
plan is a useful guide to measure the parents' progress toward
the children being retumed home. The plan should also
address the needs and the services to benefit the child.

The placement plan under Code of Laws of South
Carolina, S 20-7-764 provides a detailed case specific
placement plan. It will no longer be sufficient for the agency
to prepare a generic placement plan often called the cookie
cutter placement plan. The statute mandates that the
placement plan must address several areas:

I Specific reasons for the removal and the specific
changes that must be made before the child is

returned home;
0 Other conditions in the home that warrant state

intervention that would not alone justifu the child's
removal and the changes that must be made;

I Specific time frames for the parents to accomplish
the objectives ofthe plan;

I Goals of the plan that must relate to the problems
that resulted in the child's removal:

I Social and other services to be made available to the
parents or other close relatives;

0 Any financial responsibility of the parents;

t Visitation between the child and the child's parents,

siblings and other close relatives;
I Nature and location of the child's placement unless

disclosure would be contrary to the child's best
interests;

I Child's placement should be close to the child's
home if possible;

0 Preference for kinship placement or placement of the
child with another responsible adult who has a

constructive and caring relationship with the child;
I Social and supportive services to benefit the child

and the foster parents; and



t The parents' participation or lack ofparticipation in
the development of the plan.

The goals of the placement plan should be specific, clear and
realistic. The agency should include an identification ofthe
family's needs. The agency should hold discussions with
other family members which can be done at the family
conference held within 24 hours of the child being removed
from the home. Reasonable efforts must be made to provide
services to the family and the services must relate to the needs

of the family. The conference is an opportunity for the agency
to clearly identity the family's problems, assess the availability
of resources, and services in the community. The guardian od
Iitem or the parents' attomey (if present at the probable cause

hearing) should specifically ask about whether the agency's
reasonable efforts meets the requirements under $20-7-610(L).

Goals of the plan should be realistic and meaningful
to the child and the family. Any goal established should be

achievable within a reasonable time. The criteria for the goal
should include the following:

0 Behaviorally specific (describe the desired changes

and behavior);
I Positively stated;
I Realistic;
I Clear and concrete language;
I Measurable;
Example: Ms. Doe will attend parenting skills classes should

be replaced with Ms. Doe will give her children a daily
balanced diet.t

The goals of the placement plan must relate to the
problems that resulted in the child's removal. If a child is
removed from the home based on physical neglect (i.e., child
left alone, unclean housing) the placement plan must relate to
the issues ofadequate day care and homemaker services.

The meeting to discuss the development of the
placement plan should not be held on the day of the merits
hearing. The placement plan should be negotiated and
developed with the cooperation and participation of all parties.

The parents' limitations should be taken into consideration,
such as transportation, day care problems, hours spent working
or mental deficiency. A plan that simply provides for a
schedule of attending parenting classes, attending mental
health sessions and obtaining a psychological evaluation may
not be an achievable goal for the parents. Working parents

would find it diffrcult to attend parenting classes and attend
mental health counseling ifthe sessions are only held during
their working hours. Transportation must be addressed in the
placement plan. A blanket requirement to obtain a

tWeinberg, Eddie "Defending Against DSS Removal
Actions", South Carolina Bar Tab, Vol. 8, no. 3, April 1991.

psychological evaluation should be avoided. The person
performing the psychological evaluation should have a
specific goal when evaluating the parent or the child, such as

bonding or the parents' capacity to provide the minimal
parenting skills. A psychological evaluation which includes
specific requests can benefit the child, especially for a
determination of special education or eligibility for SSI
(Supplemental Security Income). The agency should be
encouraged to use professionals and therapists that would
make the parent and child comfortable and willing to
participate in therapy sessions. The cultural needs and
environment such as the race, ethnicity and class of the family
should be explored and taken into consideration in the
placement plans.

The placement plan should identify and address any
physical or mental disabilities or needs that the parents have.
In 1988, the court held that the agency was not required under
the Rehabilitation Act to provide parental training for mentally
deficient parents, South Carolina Department of Social
Services v. Humphrev ,297 S.C. ll8, 374 S.E. 2d 922 (5.C.
App. 1988). The court granted the termination of parental
rights petition. However, the South Carolina Supreme Court
in South Carolina Department of Social Services v. Smith, 3 I I
S.C. 426, 429 S.E.2d 807 (1993), reversed the lower court's
order for termination of parental rights. The case was
remanded for the agency to arrange for the parents to
participate in a specialized parenting program for the mentally
retarded at the Charles Lea Center.

The plan must include provisions for visitations with
siblings and other caring relatives such as grandparents.
Visitation schedules should not be limited to a few hours per
week. Telephone contact must be addressed in the plan as

well especially if the child is placed outside the county or
state. All visitation schedules including telephone contacts,
letters or cards are to be developed with the best interest ofthe
child in mind.

The development of the plan is an opportunity to
identiff problems and negotiate the key steps to be taken by
all parties in achieving the goals of the plan. The agreement
should be drafted in language that the parents can easily
understand with an identification of each party's role. For
example, DSS is identified as the party who will transport the
child to the counseling sessions or the parent is identified as

the party who will make the appointment for alcohol and drug
counseling by a specific date. The foster parent has a role in
the placement plan to ease the transition for the child from the
out of home placement to retuming the child to their
biological parents' home. The child, if age appropriate, will
receive a copy of the placement plan. This is very important
for some children who are very aware of conditions that
resulted in the removal and problems of the family.



Teenagers, especially, like to feel that their views, opinions,
and needs are being addressed.

Though the agency is ultimately responsible for the
placement plan, South Carolina law is clear that the plan
should be developed with the participation of the parents,

guardian ad litem,the child, and any other agency or
individual that will be required to provide services. Code of
Laws of South Carolina $20-7-122 provides that the duties

and the responsibilities ofthe guardian ad litem include
representing the best interests ofthe child and conducting an

independent assessment ofthe facts, the needs ofthe child,
and the available resources within the family and community
to meet those needs. The guardian ad litem should suggest

additional and alternative resources within the community that
will meet the needs of the child and the family. For example

the guardian ad litem can provide information regarding local
monitoring programs for children whose household has

problems with substance abuse. Input from other
professionals such as teachers, medical personnel, therapists,

and psychologists will be helpful.

The statute requires the guardian ad litemto
"monitor compliance with the orders of the family court and to
make the motions necessary to enforce the orders of the court
or seek judicial review." Code of Laws of South Carolina $20-
7-122(6). The guardian ad litem's responsibilities to the child
include reviewing the status of the placement plan. The
guardian ad litem should take steps to leam whether the

services are being offered by the agency and whether the
parents achieve the goals ofthe plan. Although the agency is

responsible for the plan, 'the child's representative should
advocate for a careful assessment of the family situation, for
adequate and specific case plans, and for timely
implementation of case plans.2 The agency's responsibility for
the plan was noted in the South Carolina Court of Appeals
case oflDSSJ*Ig@,302 S.C. 199,394 S.E.2d 721(Ct.
App. 1990). That case held that the agency shall provide a

specific plan as to the child's placement, the steps to be taken

to retum the child home, and the agency's plans to maintain a

relationship between the parent and child. The mother in that
case was ordered to successfully complete a substance abuse

treatment and parenting skills program. The family
court can order the parents' participation in a treatment plan
designed to reunite the family.

Lawyers representing children have a variety ofroles
that relate to the placement plan, according to the Standards of
Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and

Neglect Cases, endorsed by the American Bar Association.
Lawyers are expected to identify resources and seek services

'Don Duquette, "Liberty and Lawyers in Child Protection," in
The Battered Child,407 (Ray Helfer & Ruth Kempe, eds. 1987).

through the court; determine the child's legal interest; review
records of services providers; file motions when necessary
which includes requesting services for the child or family.

The child's attomey should advocate for appropriate
services as soon as possible if the goal is reunification with the
family. Appropriate services to be provided can include an

identification of other possible placement resources, including
relatives, friends, or other caring adults known to the child.l
Additionally, the family court judges have the option of
expediting kinship placement at the probable cause hearing if
a relative is identified early in the process. Thus, the best
altemative would be that the child is placed in a familiar and
safe environment. Kinship placement is a major provision of
the federal law Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act.
The states are to consider giving preference to an adult relative
when determining a child's placement.

The attomey should request services for the child
that address the child's wishes, access to entitlements (social
security, health care, special education) and protect the child's
interest. Ifthe child is in need ofspecial education services,
those must be addressed in the placement plan with education
officials. Other services for the child may include, but are not
limited to, reunihcation services, sibling and family
visitations, financial support, domestic violence treatment,
medical and mental health care, drug and alcohol treatment or
supportive services.a

The parents' attorney must take a proactive role. The
Child Protection Reform Act of 1996 requires that any dispute
over the sufficiency of the placement plan must take place at
the hearing on the plan. The placement plan must be

presented at the merits hearing or within l0 days after the
merits hearing. A party must request a hearing on the plan if
the plan is submitted after the merits hearing. Failure to object
to the placement plan will mean that the parents cannot object
to the sufficiency of the plan at future hearings. The parents

cannot use the insufficiency ofthe plan as a defense to a
termination of parental rights action under Code of Laws of
S out h C ar o lina $20 -7 -l 57 2(2).

The parents' attomey must develop a working
knowledge of the type of services that may be available in the
community. If the basis of the child's removal from the home

is physical neglect (lack ofadequate housing, utilities or
enatic income) the attorney should familiarize him or herself
with the other social services agencies. Application can be

'American Bar Association Standards ofPractice for Lawyers
Who Represent Children In Abuse and Neglect Cases B-5 Commentary.

aAmerican Bar Association Standards of Practice for Lawvers
Who Represent Children In Abuse and Neglect Cases C-4.



made to the local housing authorify for Section 8 benefits. Nonprofit affordable housing agencies such as Habitat for Humanity or
other religious based nonprofit organizations may be a housing resource for clients. Ifthe children are to be returned home in the
future such resources as TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families), food stamps and child support from an absent parent

must be pursued for the children.

The parents' attomey or other interested party can file a Rule to Show Cause action if the services which are included in
the plan are not being provided to the family in the time specified. Again, the attomey must take proactive steps if the placement
plan is not being followed. The attorney should request an amendment of the plan when the families' circumstances and needs

changes or ifnew issues arise.

Intervention services in a treatment plan must have the same clear, precise and detailed language outlining the services to
be provided by the agency. The plan must identifr the problems of the family and the type of services to be made available to the
family. Intervention services are available to the family if the child is returned home or remains in the home. Code of Laws of
S out h C ar ol i na, $20-7 -7 62.

Upcoming Training

March 2l
Hidden Issues in Child Abuse Cases

Location: University of South Carolina - Law School Auditorium, Columbia
Sponsor: South Carolina Bar, Children's Committee

Contact: Tana Vanderbilt at (803) 737-6458

April4
Representing Children in SSI Cases

Location: University of South Carolina - School of Law, Columbia, SC

Sponsors: SC Bar, SC Legal Services Association, and Children's Law Project
Contact: SC Bar CLE Division at (803) 771-0333

April 18

Intrafamilial Sexual Abuse: A Workshop for Guardians ad Litem
Location: Charleston County Department of Social Services, Charleston

Child Abuse: Investigation & Court Preparation
Various dates and locations: call for information

*Unless otherwise indicated, contact the Childrents Law Project for more information.

Non-Profit
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